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THE COSTS OF ELECTRONUCLEARFUEL PRODUCTION

.

by
Theresa Flaim and Verne Loose

ABSTRACT

u

—?

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) proposes to study
the electronuclearfuel producer (EFP) as a means of producing fissile fuel to generate electricity. The main advamtage of the EFP
is that it may reduce the risks of nuclear proliferationby breeding
233u from thorium, thereby avoiding plutonium Separation. This is a
report on the costs of electronuclearfuel production based upon two
designs considered by LASL. Our findings indicate that the EFP
design variation considered here are not likely to result in electricity generation costs as low as the uranium fuel cycle used in
the US today. At current estimates of annual fuel output (500 kg
293U per EFP), the costs of electricity generation using fuel produced by the EFP are more thw three times higher than generating
costs using the traditional fuel cycle, Sensitivity analysis indicates that electronuclearfuel production would become cost competitive with the traditional uranium fuel cycle when U308 (yellowcake)
prices approach $1000 per pound.

INTRODUCTION

avoids the production of plutonium* and, thus, may

The electronuclearfuel producer (EFP) is a
means of producing fissile fuel for electricitygenerating nuclear reactors. The EFP has several

reduce the risks of nuclear proliferation.
Electronuclearfuel production uses a linear
accelerator to breed fissile material. In the de-

potential advantages over alternative methods of

sign specificationconsidered here, a high-energy

nuclear fuel production. First, the EFP can convert
thorium to fissile material (Z3SU) to fuel conven-

proton beam (1-GeV, 300-mA) bombards a target of

tional reactors. Because thorium reserves are at

with thorium, releasing a large number of neutrons.

thorium (232m]

.

These

high-energy protons interact

least as abundant as uranium, the EFP could greatly

!%me of these neutrons are absorbed by other thorium

extend the resources available for nuclear power

atoms, forming the uranium isotope 233U. After
chemical processing, ZS3U cm be used as fuel in

generation.*

Second, by using thorium, the EFP

conventionalnuclear reactors.
This paper reports an analysis of the costs of
electronuclearfuel production in two design varia-

.

*Because the demand for thorium has been small in
the past, thorium reserves are not well identified,
However, in 1974 the Atomic Energy Commission estimated US thorium reserves to be 400 000 tons at
Th02 prices of $10/lb. Uranium reserves were estimated to be 340 000 tons at U308 prices of $10/lb.
Science and Public Policy Program, University of
Oklahoma, !!EnergyAlternatives: A Comparative Analysis,” prepared for the Council on Environmental
Quality, et al., US Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC (Nay 1975), pp. 6-5, 6-46.

tions:

(1) as a fuel producer only, and (2) as a

fuel producer, self-sustainingelectricity generator.
The self-sustainingEFP is considered in a fuel
*The EFP can also convert uranium (2S8U) to plutonium (239PU]. However, because of the disadvantages associated with nuclear proliferation,plutonium recovery is only considered in the traditional fuel cycle to provide a basis of comparison
for the EFP with fuel reprocessing.

1

cycle that includes fuel reprocessing. The costing
of both designs presumes the sole use of thorium to
produce fuel.
In order to assess the economic feasibilityof

schematicallyin Fig. 1. Case II is the fuel producer, self-sustainingelectricity generator. In
233u
is
allowed
to
build up longer in the

Case II,

target/blanketto produce the 1800 MW of heat needed

the EFP, it is necessary to determine the likelihood

to generate 600 MW of electricity, assuming a 30%

that the EFP would result in electricity-generating

thermal efficiency. Fuel is mixed with thorium and

costs at least equivalent to those of competing

reprocessed. Case II is presented schematicallyin

technologies. However, cost comparisonswith all

Fig. 2.

potential competing electricity-generatingtechnol-

The technical characteristicsof the EFP (for

ogies are beyond the scope of this particular re-

both Cases I and 11) that were assumed in calculating

port. Rather, the costs of generating electricity

costs are as follows:

using two types of EFP!s to produce reactor fuel
were compared to electricity-generatingcosts in
the uranium fuel cycle, light-waterreactor economy,
both with and without fuel reprocessing. (This will
be discussed in ’detailin the next section.) The
uranium fuel cycle, light-waterreactor economy

. The acceleratorproduces a l-GeV, 300-mA proton
beam.

. The accelerator’s electricity to proton beam
power conversion efficiency is 50%.

. The accelerator has an 80% duty factor.
. The integrated target/blanketis composed of

without fuel reprocessing is the fuel cycle used in

metallic thorium spheres in a liquid sodium

the US today and will also be referred to as the

coolant. This “pebble-bed”design allows for

‘traditional fuel cycle.” Although these cost com-

the continuous loading of thorium spheres and

parisons are based upon the use of light-waterreac-

unloading of fuel.

tors, the relative costs of electronuclearfuel
production and traditionaluranium fuel production
should remain unaffected by the reactor type so long

. Annual fuel production from the EFP is S00 kg
233U.

Fuel production and electricity-generatingcosts

as both processes produce equally efficient reactor

in Cases I and 11 were compared to electricity-

fuels. Thus, relative cost comparisonsbased upon

generating costs in the traditional uranium fuel

light-waterreactors should also apply to reactors

cycle, which is presented schematically in Fig. 3.

that would allow greater fuel recovery through re-

Electricity-generatingcosts for the Case II EFP

processing.

with fuel reprocessingwere compared to electricity-

Two cost calculationswere made. First, the

generating costs in the uranium fuel cycle with fuel

engineering costs of electronuclearfuel production

reprocessing (uraniumand plutonium recycle). The

were compared with production costs in the tradi-

uranium fuel cycle with fuel reprocessing is pre-

tional fuel cycle. Second, the present values of

sented schematicallyin Fig. 4.

the costs of generating equivalent amounts of elec-

The costs of uranium fuel production and the

tricity were calculated for the EFP and the tradi-

costs of generating electricity in the light-water

tional fuel cycles. In both cost calculations,the

reactor economy that exists today form the basis of

price of U308 was varied to determine the effect of

comparison with the EFP. Capital and operating

higher prices on the EFPIs cost competitivenesswith

costs associated with a 1OOO-MW light-waterreactor

the traditional fuel cycle.

scheduled for service in the late 19801s are pre-

THE EFP AWD URANIUM FUEL CYCLES

the uranium fuel cycle, with and without fuel

sented in Table 1.
‘ho design variations of the electronuclear
fuel producer were assessed. Case I is the fuel pro-

Fuel costs were estimated for

reprocessing.
Cost factors for the Case I and Case 11 elec-

ducer, net electricity consumer. Fuel generated in
in a onceCase I is mixed with 23.9u and bu~ed

tronuclear fuel producers are given in Tables 11 and

through fuel cycle. Waste heat from the EFP is dis-

per year, which would provide more than half of the

sipated by cooling towers. Case I is presented

2

III, respectively. Both cases produce 500 kg 233U
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TABLE I

TABLE

CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH
A 1000.MW LIG~-WATER REACTOR SCHEDULED FOR
SERVICE IN lXE IATE 1980’s
(1976 DOLLARS)
Capital Cost

$649-934 million

Annual Operating Costs
Operation and maintenance
Fuel:
Without fuel reprocessing
With fuel reprocessing
Total annual operating costs:
Without fuel reprocessing
With fuel reprocessing

TargetlSlmket

Capital cost
Annual operatingcosts:
Electricity
Other

Ccmtmction period
useful life of plsnt
Annual fuel production

33 million
27 million

45 million
39 million

SOURCES: Capital and operation and maintenance
costs are from C. L. Rudasill, “Coal and Nuclear
Generating
Costs,t! EPRI PS-HS5-SR Special Report,
Electric Power Research Institute,Palo Alto,
California (April 1977), pp. 24-32.
Fuel cost estimates were obtained from a
variety of sources: Saunders Miller, The Economics of Nuclear and Coal Power, Praeger Publishers, New York (1976),pp. 77-82; US Congress,
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, ‘Tlearingson
the Future Structure of the Uranium Enrichment
Industry,”Part 1, Phase 1, 93d Congress, 1st
Session, US Government Printing Office, Washington, DC (July 31, 1973), pp. 39-40; Spurgeon M.
Keeny, Jr., et al., I*Nuclearpower Issues md
Choices,” Report of the Nuclear Energy Policy
Study Group, Ford Foundation, Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge, Massachusetts (1977),
pp. 109-127; Bernard L. Cohen, “The Disposal of
RadioactiveWastes from Fission Reactors,)’
Scientific American, (June 1977), Vol. 236,
No. 6, pp. 22-23.

$800 million
60 million
60 million
120 million
10 years
yems

30

S00 kg 23%

ChesicalProcessinga

Cspital
cost
Annual operatingcost

A range of capital cost estimates exist
because of regional differenceswithin the US.
The higher capital cost estimate was used for
comparison. Fuel costs per year were calculated
assuming (1) a 66% plant capacity factor,
(2) U308 prices of $40 per pound and (3) enrichment costs of $115 per separativework unit
(kg SWU), also assuming that 4.2 ShU are required
to enrich 1 kg of uranium to 3.2% 235U (0.2%
tails). Reprocessingcosts were assumed to be
$150/kg spent fuel. Light-waterreactors are assumed to have a conversion ratio (the ratio of
fissile material in the spent fuel to fissile
material in the original fuel) of 0.S1. Thus,
reprocesseduranium and plutonium will provide
roughly half of the annual fuel load required for
a light-waterreactor (assuming 100% of the fissile material in the spent fuel is recovered).

:)

Accelerator,

Total operatintcosts

12 million

NOTE :

.

II

COST FACTORBPORllkSCASE I JX.SCTRO?AICLSAR
FUEL PROOUCSR
(FUELPROESICER
ONLY)

Constructionperiod
Useful life of plsnt

$1S million
1 million
10 years
years

30

‘The costs of chemicallyprocessing233Uar. bsstdon th. assusption tht fuelcanbe processtd by a separateprocessingplant.
(It was assumedthat processingfacilitieswmld not reconstructed
solelyfor the accelerator. ) Capitsland operatingcosts wera obtained for a reprocessingplsnt having a capacityof 5 metric tons
of spent fuel per day. TIIecapitalcost for a plant this size is
$1 billion;SMUU1 operstingcosts me roughly$70 million. Proportionsof these costs were assignedto the SPP ●ccordin
proportionof smnul capacityrequired to process S00 kg !s~.the
(Capitaland operatingcost estimateswere obtainedfram Oary
Molen, Allied GeneralNuclearServices,in a personalco8taunicstion on .%pte=ber20, 1977.)
SOURCE: Los Alasos ScientificLaboratory,ElectronuclearFuel
ProductionTask Force, Los Alasos,New Mexico (October1977).

annual fuel load for a conventional light-water
reactor without fuel reprocessing.
Al-1costs are expressed in real terms using
1976 as a base year. The rationale for expressing
costs in real (deflated)terms is that both general
inflation and changes in relative prices should affect all cases equally because all require similar
material inputs. TI-WS,while inflation would affect
absolute costs of these cases, relative costs should
remain unchanged.

DIRECT COST ESTIMATION
Engineering costs of fuel production and the
present values of costs of electricity generation
were estimated using the above cost data.
Engineering Cost Calculations
Engineering cost calculations allocate capital
expenditures through a capital recovery factor.
This calculation assumes a level, or uniform, periodic spending stream.

.5

TABLE N

TABLE 111
COST FACTORSFOR ‘l13E
CASE II ELEC_I’ROtSKLSAR
FUSL PRWUCSR
(FUELPROC4JCER,
SELF.S3JSTAI14114G
ELEcTRICTIYGENERA3URW12W
FUEL REPROCESSING)

ENGINEERIffi CIXTS OF ELECTROIRICLSARFUEL PRotAJCTION
A240TNE TRADITIONAL USAWILMFUEL CYCLE
(1976 00LLARS)

23% or 23SU
Oollars/g

Accelerator,Targetlblanket
Capital cost
$8OO mi11ion
Capitalcost, electricityGeneration
260 ■illion
Annual operatinscost
60 million
Annual operatingcost, electricitygeneration
13 million
Constructionperiod
Useful life of plant

10 years
30 years

.%

Electronuclesr
Fuel Productiona
$41s

Case I (fuelproduceronly)

\

375

Case II (self-sustaining
electricity
gmerator)
TraditionalUraniumFuel Cycleb

Aonual fuel production

S00 kg 23%

40

U3L’8e ‘40’lb”

6S

‘3°8 a ‘lOO’lb”

Capitsl
cost

nillion
1 aillion

$ 1S

Annual operatingcost

“3%

Constructionperiod
useful life of plant

10 years
30 years

Fuel Reprocessinga

capital
cost
Annual
operating
cost
Constructionperiod
UsefuI life of plant

$

30
2

million
million

10 years
30 years

%.
costs of chemicallyprocessing23% are basal on the •ss~tion that fuel can be processtdby a separateprocessingplant.
(It was assuredthat processingfacilitieswauld not be constructed
for the acceleratoritself.) Capitaland operatingcosts were obtaimd for a reprocessingplant havins a capacityof S metric tons
of spent fuel per day. l%e capitalcost for a plant this size is
$1 billion;annualoperatingcosts are roughly$7o million. Proportions of these costs were assignedto chemicalprocessingand
fuel reprocessingaccordingto the proportionof annual capacity
requirtdfor each activity. (Capitaland operatingcost estimtas
were obtainedfrom Gary Nolen, AlliedGeneralNuclearServices,in
a personalcoummication on September20, 1977.)
SOURCE: Los Alamos ScientificLaboratory,I?lectronuclemFuel
ProductionTask Force, LOS Alamos,New Mexico (October 1977].

22s

@ ‘sOO’lb”

42S

US% 0 ‘lwO’lb”

“Productioncosts for electr-muclear
fuel productionare bssed upon
the followinginformation:
- Case I EFP: 1) anneal capital costs, $86 million bs3ed upon a
10$ compound rate

of interest,

a 30-year

useful

life,

and a capital

recovery factor of 10.6% per year, 2) amual operatingcosts,$120
million,and 3) annualfuel production,500 kg 23%.
. Case 11 SFP: 1) ●nnusl capitalcosts,$114 million,bss3d upon
a 10% compoundrate of interest,a 30-yem useful life and a capitsl
recoveryfactorof 10.6$per year, 2) annualo ratingcosts.$73
●illionand 3) annualfuelproduction,S00 kg ?!’u.

bTraditionalfuel cyclecostsare basedupon the followin
info~tion: 4.3 kg SMI are requiredto enrichone kg U to 3% 25% at a
0.2% tailsassay; 12 lb of U30S are requirtd
for 1 kg enrichtdU at
0.2% tails ●ssay;enrichmentcostsare $115 kg ShU; conversionto
UF6 is $3.33/kg;fabricationis $90/kg;spent fuel storageand disposal costs ● re $1001kg. U~O~ priceswere varitdas shown in the
table. All other fuel costs remuin constsot.
NOTE: A 1000 NW light-water
reactor operatingat
ity factor rtquiresm annualfuel loadof 700 kg

!3q$o:%&p*c-

SCURCES: Los AlamosscientificLaboratory,ElectronuclemPuel
Production Task Force, l-es A18mos, New Mexico (October 19771; US
Congress, Joint Connittee on Atomic .!?nergy, “Nearings on the Puturo
Structureof the UraniumEnrichmentIndustry,
” Part 1, Phase 1, 93d

Congress,1st Session,US Goverment PrintingOffice,Washington,
OC (July31, 1973),pp. 39-40;SpurgeonN. Keeny,Jr., et ●l.,
,,mclear
md Choices.l,
Reportof the Nuclear~ergY
PolicyStudyGrmp, Ford Foundation,Sall”ngerpublishingCo..
Cambridge,Massachusetts (1977), PP. 109- 27; Sunders Miller,The
Economicsof Nuclearand Coal power,Prae er Publishers,New Yo=
I
1976 , PP. 7 -s2.
POW==

Engineering costs of electronuclearfuel pro-

105

‘3°8 e ‘200’lb”

ISSUM

duction and uranium fuel production are presented
in Table IV. These calculations indicate that elec-

fuel reprocessing.* Included among the costs for

tronuclear fuel production costs would be approxi-

the present value calculations are the costs of

mately $400/g 233U. This is more than 10 times

mining and milling ore, fuel processing, electricity

higher than current costs of 23SU production. Sen-

generation, waste handling, and (where included)

sitivity analysis indicates that electronuclear

fuel reprocessing. Electricity transmission costs

fuel production would become cost competitivewith
traditionaluranium fuel production if U308

priCf3S

approach $1000 per pound.
Present Value of Cost Calculations
In addition to calculating the engineering

“The formula for calculating present value for discrete-time discounting is:

‘V=gct[-]

costs of fuel production, the present values of
costs of generating equivalent amounts of electric-

where t

= year, including both the construction
phase and the plant’s useful life,

ity were calculated for the Case I and Case II EFP’s

Ct = cost incurred in year t, and

and for the uranium fuel cycle, with and without

r

6

= annual discount rate.

.

are excluded; it was assumed that these costs are

a crucial factor affecting its economic feasibility.

development costs associated with the EFP.*

Third, the Case II EFP includes fuel reprocessing;

‘Mo factors are important in calculating the

-@

number of light-waterreactors the EFP can supply,

equal for all cases. Also excluded are research and

present value of costs:

(1) the total costs of

it is necessary to calculate electricity-generating
costs in order to determine how fuel reprocessing

each technology, and (2) the time profile of expen-

in the EFP and uranium fuel cycles compares to the

ditures.** A complete estimate of total costs is ob-

traditional uranium fuel cycle without fuel

tained by insuring that all costs associated with

reprocessing,

d

each technology are included. The timing of expen-

The present values of the costs of generating

ditures is represented by discounting. Because the

electricity in the uranium and EFP fuel cycles (with

technologiesmay involve different spending streams,

and without fuel reprocessing) are presented in

it is necessary to standardize them. Discounting

Table V.

achieves this by applying decreasing weights to

values of the costs of generating electricity using

expendituresof greater futurity. Consequently,

either the Case I or Case II EFP to produce reactor

calculating the present value of costs yields a

fuel are nearly three times greater than the present

Without fuel reprocessing,the present

single number for each technology,which is then

value of costs of the traditional fuel cycle. The

used for comparison.

price of U308 was assumed to be $40 per pound in the

A discount rate of 10% was used to calculate

base case. Sensitivity analysis indicates that

the present value of costs. This discount rate re-

electronuclearfuel production would result in elec-

flects an estimated average real rate of return on

tricity-generatingcosts roughly equal to the uranium

capital (beforetaxes) in the private sector.

fuel cycle if U308 prices reach $1000 per pound.

Life cycle costing of electricity generation

With fuel reprocessing, the present value of

using the EFF or the uranium fuel cycle is neces-

the costs of generating electricity with the EFP is

sary for three reasons. First, the cases evaluated

twice as high as the uranium fuel cycle. At U308

will require spending over a 30- to 40-year time

prices of $1000 per pound, the uranium fuel cycle

horizon. Consequentlyboth total costs and the

with reprocessing is still slightly cheaper than

timing of expenditures are important. Second, fuel

electronuclearfuel production.

cycle and electricity generation costs must be considered because the fuel cycle will determine the

Light-water reactors have a conversion ratio of
0.S1 (the ratio of fissile material in the spent
fuel to the fissile material in the original fuel).
Thus, roughly half a light-water reactor’s annual
fuel.load can be provided by fuel reprocessing.*

‘A complete assessment of the EFP should include
research and development costs. However, the difficulties of predicting these costs necessitated
their exclusion.

**

.

.’

The importance of both factors can be illustrated
by comparing the present value of supplying electricity to the accelerator by (1) purchasing electricity, and (2) using waste heat from the target/
blanket to generate electricitydirectly. Purchased
electricity is assumed to cost $60 million per year,
or $1.8 billion over the accelerator’s 30-year operating life. The costs of generating electricity,
as shown in Pig. 2, include capital costs of $260
million and $13 million per year for operating
costs. TIIUS,total capital and operating costs for
generating electricitydirectly are $650 million.
The present value (at a 10% discount rate) of
the costs of purchased electricity is $218 million
compared with $209 million for self-generation.
Thus, while the total costs of purchased and selfgenerated electricitydiffer by $1 billion, the
present values of costs differ by only $9 million.

Reactors with higher conversion ratios allow greater
fuel recovery. Evaluating the effect of introducing
higher converter reactors on the economic feasibility of electronuclearfuel production requires
comparing electricity-generatingcosts of both the
EFP and uranium fuel cycles when both produce fuel
that is burned in higher converter reactors and fuel
is reprocessed. However, so long as 2S5U and 233U
are equally efficient fuels for reactors with higher

“This is true, assuming that 100% of the fissile
material in the spent fuel is recovered. 8ernard
L. Cohen, !!~e Disposal of Radioactive WaSteS from
Fission Reactors,” Scientific American (June 1977),
Vol. 236, No. 6, pp. 22-23.
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TABLE V

PRSSENT VALUES OF ELECTRICITYGENERATINGCC6TS FOR lliEURANIISIFUEL CYCLE AND
TIE CASE I AWD CASE II SLECTROMJCLEARFUEL PRODUCERS (STANTAROIZEOTO A 1OOO-MW
LIGNT-WATSRREACTOR)
SensitivityAnalysisb
Ssse Casea $100/lb U30B

$200/lb U308

$SOO/lb U308

$1000/lb U308

(in millions of 1976 dollars)
Without

Fuel

Traditional

Reproce~~i”

uranium fuel
$ 740

$ 820

$ 9s0

$1300

$2000

case I EFP (fuel producer
on1y)

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

Case II EFP (solf-sustaining
electricitygenerator)

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970

720

760

820

1000

I300

14B0

14B0

14B0

1480

1480

cycle

With Fuel Reprocessin&c
Uranium fuel cycle with
uranium and plutonium
recycle
Case II EFP (self-sustaining
electricitygenerator)

“Tables I, II, and III list the base cost fsctors for the light-waterreactor economy that sxists
today, the Case I EFP, and the Case 11 EFP, respectively. The present values of costs of the Case I
and Case 11 EFP’s include the capital costs of the light-waterreactors fueled by the EFP1s.
b
All

other costs are identicalto the base case. ~ca”se 23% is ~ix~ with 233u in the Case I EFP,
the present values of generatingcosts for the Case I EFP should also rise as U30~ prices increase.
However, the purpose of the sensitivityanalysis was to show how the costs of electricitygeneration
with the EFP compars to generation costs in the uranius fuel cyclo at varying U30B prices. The reader
should be aware that the present values of costs for the Case I EFP exclude higher fuel costs thmt
would result from higher U~OB prices.
CTbe Nuclear Regulatory Comission estimatsd fuel reprocessingcosts for the uranluu-plutoniurn
cycle
to be $lSO/kg spent fuel; this estimate w-s used in the above calculations. Reprocessingcosts are
cliff
icult to predict at the present time
and some authors feel that $200-$40Vk8 sPent fuel is mre
Iear power Issues and Choices,” Report Of the WUCrealistic. EpurgeonM. keeny, Jr., et al., ,OW”c
lear Energy Policy Stady Group, Ford Fouridat
ion, S-Cl
1inger PublishingCompany, Cambridge,Massachusetts (1977),p. 326. Reprocessingcosts for 23% were estimatcd to be roughly $110/kg spent
fuel. Fuel is not reprocessedin the Case I EFP.
WOTE: All calculationsassuae a 10-year constructionperiod and that facilities (LWR’s and EFP)
life of 30 years. Present values of cost calculationsassume the followingpercentages of total capital costs are spent in years 1 through 10 (constructionphase), respectively:
S, 10, 10 1S, 1S 15, 10, 10, 5, and S$. The costs of the initial light-waterreactor core losding
(3OOO kg 23% or 233U) are excluded in the above cal.iilations.A 1OOO-MW light-waterreactor o ersting at a 66% capacity factor consumes ?2 500 kg of fuel per year, or roughly 700 kg 235U or 25 3U
(assuming3.2\ enrichment). Saunders Mi1Ier, ‘l%eEconomics of Wuclear and Coal Power, Praeger

have a useful

Publishers,

New York

(1976) . p.

78.

conversion ratios, the results of these cost calcu-

The above analysis indicates that the electro-

lations based upon light-waterreactors should also

nuclear fuel producer in the design variations con-

applY to reactors that would allow greater fuel re-

sidered here is unlikely to result in electricity

covery through reprocessing.

generation costs that are lower than the uranium fuel
CYcle, even if

U308

prices

increase

dramatically.
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